Elegant Semi-Frameless Solutions
The Shadow by
Tabicat:
Eliminates the use of glazing rubbers,
which accumulate soap, mildew and other
residue, and are prone to discoloration and
deterioration over time.
Uses a minimal amount of aluminium,
to further prevent accumulation of soap and
residue. Channels which will collect and
allow water to stagnate are not used.

A semi-frameless shower screen is an
attractive intermediate option between
fully framed and frameless, offering a
clean look without the need for
excessively robust materials.
The
Shadow Semi-Frameless Shower Screen
by Tabicat is a unique combination of
frameless and semi-frameless concepts,
designed to circumvent many of the
problematic aspects of existing semiframeless shower screens.

Made from locally manufactured 6mm
toughened glass which meets Australian
standards, and never laminated glass,
which is prone to discoloration and “brown
creep” over time.
Utilizes an unobtrusive polycarbonate
strike and overlapping door system to
protect against leakage.
Features a door pivot system which is
more lightweight than our robust frameless
hinges, but is still the best of its type.

Bottom detail of a front-only screen, showing
aluminium channel and polycarbonate strike
along bottom of door, protecting against leakage

Available Styles
The Shadow is available in 90° and 180°
front-only styles, which can be designed
to accommodate inline panels in
addition to sidelite, as well as on-hob or
dogleg return panels. Also available are
135° splay styles. Aluminium profiles
are available in satin and chrome.

Clean and Minimal
Just like our frameless screens, the
Shadow is designed and manufactured
with quality and care; custom-fitted to
perfectly suit your bathroom, to ensure
a tidy and minimal seal.

The Shadow door pivot shown with minimal top
clamp for sidelite panel
Shadow Screen with On-Hob Panel

The Shadow header attaches to return panel with
a small, unobtrusive clamping system

Semi-Frameless 135° Screen
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